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REF: WAVE 7983 (20165144)

1. FOLL IS TRANSLATION REF. "MSG 44. AMVEE-1 TO CO. I HOPE THAT AMVEE-2 IS WELL. EVERYTHING ALL RIGHT HERE FOR NOW. IVAN NOW OCCUPIES AMVEE-2 OFFICE JOB BUT I SHALL CONTINUE OUR WORK ALONE. I THINK ALDO CAN ASSIST ME IN MANY THINGS BUT I DO NOT WANT ANY MORE CLOSE COLLABORATORS. ON 19 NOV ON HIGHWAY FROM GUANABO TO HAVANA THERE WERE 23 RUSSIAN TRUCKS WITH MISSILES SEEN BY AMVEE-5. HIGHWAY TRAFFIC WAS INTERRUPTED. TRUCKS WERE HEADED FOR GUANABACOA. ON 23 NOV OLEG WILL DELIVER REPORTS ON MILITARY "INSTALLATIONS. I AM GOING OUT 29 NOVEMBER AND PLAN STAY OUT THREE DAYS." END AGENT MESSAGE.

2. FYI IGOR IS AMVEE-2. IVAN WAS AMVEE CHAUFFEUR. ALDO IS ALDO BARONI, MEDICAL DOCTOR WHO HIRED BY EMBASSY FOLLOWING PING AMVEE-4. OLEG IS JOSÉ RAMÓN GARCÍA PEREZ, CHIEF MILITARY WORKS, CUBAN MINISTRY CONSTRUCTION FORMERLY KNOWN AS MINISTRY PUBLIC WORKS.

3. IN CO OPINION FURTHER TRANSPORT AS SCHEDULED TIME 29 NOV INDICATES AMVEE-2 DEPARTURE DID NOT OCCUR. UNDUE ALARM WITHIN EMBASSY. AGENT S-2 MUST HAVE WRITTEN LETTER HE SUGGESTED TO
AMBASSADOR EXPLAINING HE, FLEEING UNDER CIS PERSECUTION AND
REQUESTING AMBASSADOR NOT PROTEST TO GOC IN ORDER AVOID CIS REPRISALS
AGAINST A-2 FAMILY. AFTERNOON 20 JUNE WIFE A-1 PHONED HER GRANDMOTHER
WAVE AREA AND STATED A-1 WOULD GO MEXI 29 NOV.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDICATOR TYPIC USED.